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Education
Howest University of Applied Science in Belgium (2016-2019)
- Bachelors in Web and App Development
Awarded for successful projects (Crowd Analytics and Flowergotchi)
Royal Atheneum Zottegem (2013-2016)
- Secretary-Modern Languages study trip to Sevilla where I was nominated as “Mr.
Sevilla” due to excelling in cultural assignments, competency, and communication

Pre-Internship Field Experiences
Rehab Clinic “De Pelgrim” (August 2015)
- Working as a cook assistant was a humbling experience as I interacted with patients
struggling to live. I got the opportunity to assist them, observe and encourage them as
they strived through obstacles, and genuinely listen to their inspiring stories.

Technical Projects
Crowd Analytics (June 2018)
- Collaboration of Howest University of Applied Science in Belgium with Ordina
- A project involving a website designed to display data received by analyzing visitor
satisfaction at conventions. I gained experience working cooperatively, in high
demand a company with large requirements.
Flowergotchi (January 2018)
- (Howest) An application translating data received from sensors and showing this on
our application. I learned to collectively code, adapt my way of writing code, and
properly address client concerns by sharing technical advice

Skills
HTML & CSS * JavaScript * C# * SQL * Python * ASP .NET Core (API & Razor) *
Xamarin.Forms * Flask * MSSQL & MySql * Azure (Functions) * Debugging &
troubleshooting * Work well independently and cooperatively * Eager to learn * Persistent
* Optimistic * Ambitious * Diligent * Can design and implement database * Conscientious
* Amiable

Other
Youth club (2013-2017)
I was part of a soccer team at KVV Windeke, playing tournaments against other towns and
receiving award for first place 6 times.
Volunteer work
“Gordel rond Windeke” (2016)
- In addition to setting up the event and cleaning when it was finished, I also provided
the participants of this bicycle tour with food and water along the tracks, an experience
that increased my passion for helping people.
“Mentor” (2013-present)
- I was constantly involved in tutoring students, helping them with a range of subjects
such as math, history, Dutch, programming, coding, debugging, and even proofreading written assignments as well as helping them register for classes
“Environment Day” (2013-present)
- a couple of students and I got together to clean around campus and the community,
picking up trash, organizing surroundings, and asking civilians if they needed
assistance
“Feed the need” (2016-present)
- a small event designed by a few students where we raised money dedicated to a
struggling family
Traveling (2015-present)
- I have traveled to the Netherlands, Germany, France, Spain, Luxembourg, the United
Kingdom, Switzerland, Austria, Turkey and Italy and hopefully, the US soon. Not
only did this help me appreciate different cultures and people, it developed my
understanding and communication.

Certifications
Google Marketing (December 2016)
Business Management (June 2016)

Linguistics
Dutch * English * French * German

